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What student has graduated from col lege with out writing an opinion or position pa per? We dare to venture that the num ber is quite small. After all, opinion papers are an av enue for teaching critical think ing skills. They can help stu dents understand whether their opin ion on a topic has a bias, is based on suf ficient information, and falls within a continuum of widely held be liefs. It is a way for individuals to be gin play ing lifelong val ues and be liefs off those of so ciety as a whole, to evaluate their own be liefs, and to de termine what roles they wish to play in society. However, to accomplish all these things, one must be exposed to new and dif ferent ideas. One important route to this exposure is research.

The idea for this book came from an on line Internet course in which we teach students to use the Web for research pur poses. Top ics that lend themselves well to our assignments are those that are con troversial in na ture. We have discovered in the years of teaching this course that not only do students need to learn about search techniques and tools they also require instruction in the evaluation of pub lished or on line materials. Put simply, what the student knows or believes colors his or her un derstanding of the sig nificance or pur pose of what he or she reads. For instance, if we ask students to judge whether a Web site is trying to sway opin ion, one student might think it is not if the Web site corroborates his or her own worldview, while an other stu dent might think it is if the view stands in opposition to his or her own beliefs.

We have also found that the ease of us ing search en gines, such as Google or AltaVista, en courages students to take a noncontextual, key word approach to research. Spit in a word and see what co mes out. Not only does this present the student with an overwhelming amount of material, it pro vides a hap hazard lump made of pieces that are unrelated in context. An ad might ap pear in the same re - sult list as a scholarly ar ticle. An ex tremist in dividual's Web page might be grouped with a student assignment posted to a course Web site. How do we get past this? How do any of us move from be ing in dividuals who can only see con troversial in formation we read through the lens of our own bias? And how do we find material that is grouped ap propriately by type? This is the process we are at tempting to address here.
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Problems and Solutions in Biological Sequence AnalysisCambridge University Press, 2006
Bioinformatics, an integral part of post-genomic biology, creates principles and ideas for computational analysis of biological sequences. These ideas facilitate the conversion of the flood of sequence data unleashed by the recent information explosion in biology into a continuous stream of discoveries. Not surprisingly, the new biology of the...
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Space-Time CodingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Space–Time Coding provides an introduction to the subject and its application to wireless communication systems. With the integration of internet and multimedia applications in next generation wireless communications, the demand for wide-band high data rate communication services is growing. Space–time coding is based on...
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What Moroccan Cinema?: A Historical and Critical Study, 1956D2006 (After the Empire: the Francophone World and Postcolonial France)Lexington Books, 2009
From its early focus on documentary film and nation building to its more recent spotlight on contemporary culture and feature filmmaking, Moroccan cinema has undergone tremendous change since the country's independence in 1956. In What Moroccan Cinema? A Historical and Critical Study, 1956D2006, Sandra Gayle Carter chronicles the changes in...
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Software Visualization: Visualizing the Structure, Behaviour, and Evolution of SoftwareSpringer, 2007
Software visualization encompasses the development and evaluation of methods for graphically representing different aspects of software, including its structure, its execution, and its evolution. Software visualization combines techniques from areas like software engineering, programming languages, data mining, computer graphics, information...
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Visual Basic .NET Class Design Handbook: Coding Effective Classes (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003

	Ask anybody who's heard a bit about Visual Basic .NET what the biggest change over

	Visual Basic 6 is, and chances are they'll say 'object orientation'. But what does this

	mean? Visual Basic has been, to some extent, object-oriented since VB5, so what's so

	groundbreaking about the .NET incarnation? Well, most...
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Web Caching and Its Applications (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2004
The last decade has seen tremendous growth in usage of the World Wide Web. Web caching is a technology aimed at reducing the transmission of redundant network traffic and improving access to the Web. The key idea in Web caching is to cache frequently- accessed content so that it may be used profitably later. This leads to cost savings, reduction in...
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